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To whom is listening and paying attention if you watch BoCC for klickitat county on or
around Feb 28 There's quite a few reputable people there stating some very straight forward
facts about the devastating effects that is industrial solar has on the environment. There are so
many other routs to take with solar on roof tops so many people have streams and rivers
running through their property and they make these cool little hydro generators and why does
everything have to be industrial every individual house dose not need full blown electricity a
couple of small panels a little home made alternator generator powered by an old bicycle or
what ever research it maybe a little more than apparently any of those people in charge are
doing or are willing to do because your gdam industrial solar is killing the planet more than
the way things are now. You're ruining a good idea like solar energy so it can be industrialized
so a few people can get discustingly rich and the power companys like pud can keep robbing
us. BS maybe you people should think about others like I don't know maybe the next
generation o weight there won't be one. All's I'm asking is slow down and make sure you're
doing the right thing cause standing back looking at industrial solar it ain't good for the planet
since when ever has leveling thousands of acres ripping out every root blocking it off from
wildlife and covering it in glass panels been good for the planet. At the very least call it what it
is another way for humans to get lazier at the expense of our planet so at least the dying
generation will know that it's coming just think about it. Joseph Essman
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